Abstract. A diagonal condition is defined and used in characterizing the Cauchy spaces which have a strict, regular completion.
Introduction
Cauchy spaces were introduced in order to study completions from a general point of view. The first study of completions resembling Cauchy spaces defined here seems to be due to Kowalsky [13] . Keller [9] gave the present definition of Cauchy spaces by characterizing the permissible set of Cauchy filters for a uniform convergence space introduced by Cook and Fischer [4] . Early efforts to develop a completion theory for uniform convergence spaces led to the realization that Cauchy spaces provide a more natural foundation, and subsequent research shifted to Cauchy spaces. Cauchy spaces have been used in diverse areas; for example, Ball [1] , [2] made extensive use of Cauchy spaces in his work on completions of lattices and lattice ordered groups, and McKennon [17] applied the notion of a Cauchy space in his study of C * -algebras. Applications of Cauchy spaces to the study of function spaces can be found in the monograph by Lowen-Colebunders [16] .
Kowalsky [13] and Cook and Fischer [5] introduced diagonal axioms for convergence spaces. A convergence structure obeys Cook and Fischer's diagonal axiom if and only if it is topological, whereas, a pretopological convergence structure satisfying Kowalsky's diagonal condition must be topological. Moreover, Cook and Fischer [5] showed that a convergence space is regular if and only if it obeys the "dual" of their diagonal axiom. Kent and Richardson [12] introduced a diagonal condition for Cauchy spaces and proved that a Cauchy space has a topological completion exactly when it satisfies this diagonal axiom. Unfortunately, the "dual" of the above mentioned diagonal condition fails to imply that the Cauchy space completion, or even the underlying Cauchy space, is regular. The dual of the diagonal axiom introduced here is used in characterizing when a strict, regular completion exists. The study of regular completions of Cauchy spaces was initiated by Ramaley and Wyler [19] . Regularity of Kowalsky's completion was characterized by E. Lowen [14] .
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Preliminaries
Let X be a set, F(X) the set of all (proper) filters on X, and 2
X the set of all subsets of X. For x ∈ X, denote byẋ the fixed ultrafilter generated by {x}. A filter F is finer (coarser ) than a filter G if G ⊆ F (F ⊆ G) and is denoted by F ≥ G (G ≤ F). Given F , G ∈ F(X), the supremum of F and G, denoted F ∨ G, exists provided F ∩ G = ∅ for each F ∈ F, G ∈ G, and is defined to be the smallest filter containing both F and G. Definition 2.1. A convergence structure q on a set X is a function q :
The pair (X, q) is called a convergence space, and x ∈ q(F ) is interpreted to mean "F q-converges to x," and is usually written "F
If p and q are convergence structures on X and f : (X, q) → (X, p) is continuous, where f is the identity map on X, then we write p ≤ q (p is coarser than q, or q is finer than p).
The closure operator cl q and interior operator I q associated with each convergence space (X, q) are defined for each A ∈ 2 X as follows:
If F is a filter on X, cl q F denotes the filter whose base is {cl q F : F ∈ F}, and a convergence space (X, q) is called regular if
For every x ∈ X, the q-neighborhood filter at x is defined to be
q → x for each x ∈ X, and a pretopology is a topology if each V q (x) has a base of q-open sets.
Cook and Fischer [5] defined the following two diagonal conditions for convergence spaces in terms of a "compression operator" for filters. These conditions, denoted by F and F , are dual to each other in the sense that F may be obtained from F by reversing the implication in the last sentence of F , and vice-versa. Let X and Y be non-empty sets, F ∈ F(Y ), and σ : Y → F(X). Define
K is called the "compression operator for F relative to σ." In order to avoid repetition, let us name the following statement.
∆ : Suppose that (Z, r) is a convergence space containing (X, q) as a subspace.
where σ(y) denotes the filter on Z whose basis is σ(y). Then the couple (ψ, σ) is said to be an exterior selection of (Z, r).
Given a convergence space (X, q), diagonal conditions F and F can be stated in terms of ∆ with (Z, r) = (X, q).
Important results pertaining to these two axioms are summarized below. Theorem 2.2. Let (X, q) be a convergence space.
(
1) [7] (X, q) is topological if and only if it satisfies F . (2) [5] (X, q) is regular if and only if it satisfies F .
Definition 2.3.
A Cauchy structure C on a set X is a collection of filters on X satisfying:
A pair (X, C) consisting of a set X and a Cauchy structure C on X is called a Cauchy space. For each Cauchy space (X, C), there is an associated convergence structure
Keller [9] showed that a convergence space (X, q) is induced by some (complete) Cauchy space iff for each distinct pair of points x, y ∈ X, the set of all filters which q-converge to x is either equal to or disjoint from the set of all filters which q-converge to y. Indeed, a sufficient condition occurs when (X, q) is Hausdorff.
Let (X, C) be a Cauchy space. An equivalence relation ∼ on C is defined as follows: 
is a bijection such that f and f −1 are both Cauchy continuous, then f is a Cauchy isomorphism. Let (X, C) be a Cauchy space and
has a trace on A} is a Cauchy structure on A, and (A, C A ) is a Cauchy subspace of (X, C).
Given a Cauchy space (X, C),
Several closely related diagonal axioms for a Cauchy space are considered. Let (X, C) be a Cauchy space, N the set of all F ∈ C which fail to q C -converge, X * = X ∪ {[F ] : F ∈ N}, and define j : X → X * by j(x) = x for each x ∈ X. Define q * to be the finest convergence structure on X * such that jG
The following diagonal axiom for a Cauchy space (X, C) appears in [12] .
D : For every exterior selection (ψ, σ) of (X * , q * ) and each L ∈ F(Y ), q * -convergence of ψL implies that KσL ∈ C.
Observe that if (ψ, σ) is an exterior selection of (X * 
Diagonal conditions and regularity
Let CHY denote the category whose objects are Cauchy spaces and whose morphisms are Cauchy continuous functions. Using the notation defined in Section 2, a map λ :
∼ F for each x ∈ X and F ∈ N. Let Λ denote a nonempty collection of admissible maps, and for λ ∈ Λ, A ⊆ X, define
λ and let G λ be the filter on X * whose base is {A λ : A ∈ G}. Define the convergence structure p Λ on X * as follows:
and denote C Λ = {H ∈ F(X * ) : H p Λ -converges }. Reed [20] shows that (
is a completion of (X, C) in standard form; that is, jF
when F ∈ N . Reed proved this result in the T 2 setting, but it is valid without this assumption. When Λ consists of all possible admissible maps, (X * , C Λ , j) becomes Kowalsky's completion [13] and is included in Reed's family of completions. It is of interest to note that the above scheme resembles that used to define the Stone topology on the set of all maximal ideals of C * (X), where C * (X) denotes the set of all bounded continuous functions on a completely regular topological space X (e.g., see [8] , p. 105).
Given an object (X, C) ∈ |CHY |, λ ∈ Λ, and subsets A and B of X, define
Moreover, if F ∈ F(X), let s λ F denote the filter on X whose base is {A ⊆ X : F < λ A for some F ∈ F }. These definitions are given by E. Lowen [14] in the T 2 setting and used to show that Kowalsky's completion is regular iff F ∈ C implies s λ F ∈ C for each λ ∈ Λ. It is shown here that regularity of Reed's family of completions can be characterized using the dual of the following diagonal condition.
D λ : Fix λ ∈ Λ. Then for every exterior selection (ψ, σ) of (X * , q * ) and every L ∈ F(Y ), ψL ≥ F λ for some F ∈ C, implies that KσL ∈ C. The d ual of D λ , denoted by D λ , is obtained by reversing the last implication in D λ ; that is, KσL ∈ C implies that ψL ≥ F λ for some F ∈ C. The dual of other diagonal axioms discussed here is defined similarly. 
is a strict completion of (X, C).
Theorem 3.2. Assume that (X, C) ∈ |CHY | and Λ is a collection of admissible maps. The following conditions are equivalent: (a) (X
Proof. It follows, as in the proof given by E. Lowen ([14] , Theorem 2.2) for Kowalsky's completion, that (a) and (c) are equivalent. It remains to verify (a) iff (b). Assume that (a) is valid, λ ∈ Λ is fixed, condition ∆ holds and KσL ∈ C. It suffices to show that ψL
Conversely, suppose that (b) is satisfied and let H ∈ C Λ . Assume that
it must be shown that cl
F ∈ L}, and let A be the filter on Y whose base is {A F :
Since F belongs to the first component of each member of A F , F 1 ≤ KσA, and thus KσA ∈ C. Then ψA = cl p Λ jF 1 , and by Lemma 3.1 and
, then ΣF denotes the filter on X * with filter base {ΣF : F ∈ F}. Define the convergence structure p Σ on X as follows:
* may fail to obey axiom (CHY 3 ) of Definition 2.3. However, it is shown by Kent and Richardson ([10] , p. 485) that (X * , C * , j) is the only possible candidate for a strict, regular completion of (X, C) which is in standard form. It is straightforward to verify that if (X * , C * ) ∈ |CHY |, then its induced convergence structure is p Σ . The diagonal axiom given below is used in characterizing the existence of a strict, regular completion. Let A and B be subsets of X and define A < B iff (i) cl q C A ⊆ B, and (ii)
ΣA ∨ ΣG exists implies B ∈ G 1 for some
If F ∈ F(X), denote tF to be the filter on X whose subbase is {A ⊆ X : F < A for some F ∈ F}, and observe that tF ≤ cl q C F . Moreover, (X, C) is said to be t-closed when F ∈ C implies tF ∈ C. Consider the following diagonal axiom for (X, C). 
Proof. Assume that (X, C) has a strict, regular completion. Then (X * , C * , j) is the only one in standard form and thus (a) must be valid. It is shown that (X, C) is tclosed. Indeed, if F ∈ C, then cl p Σ ΣF ≥ ΣG for some G ∈ C, and it suffices to show that cl q C G ≤ tF . Fix G ∈ G; then there exists F ∈ F for which cl p Σ ΣF ⊆ ΣG, and it remains to verify that
A similar argument holds when K q C -converges, and thus F < cl q C G, and (X, C) is t-closed.
Next, it is shown that D Σ is valid. Assume that condition ∆ is satisfied and KσL ∈ C. An argument similar to the one given in the first part of Theorem 3.2 shows that ψL ≥ cl p Σ j(KσL), and since (X * , C * ) is regular, ψL ≥ ΣG for some
Conversely, assume that (a), (b) and (c) are valid and F ∈ C; condition (a) implies that (X * , C * ) ∈ |CHY |. It remains to show that cl p Σ ΣF ∈ C * . Define Finally, it is shown that tF ≤ KσL. If A is a member of the subbase for tF , then F < A for some F ∈ F. Observe that A ∈ {σ(z) : z ∈ L F,A }, and thus tF ≤ KσL. Since (X, C) is t-closed, KσL ∈ C, and hence by D Σ , ψL ∈ C * . However, ψL ≤ cl p Σ ΣF , and thus cl p Σ ΣF ∈ C * . Therefore (X * , C * ) is regular.
Concluding remarks
Several papers have been written concerning notions of completeness in spaces which are closely related to Cauchy spaces. Recent work in this direction can be found in Csaszar [6] and references therein. It would be of interest to equip a probabilistic convergence space (see [21] ) with a notion of completeness. The latter concept originated with Menger [18] , who proposed replacing the numerical distance between two points with a probability distribution function in order to account for inherent uncertainties of measurements in physical situations. Subsequent work in this area appears in the book by Schweizer and Sklar [22] .
Diagonal axioms continue to be a source of interest. Recent work in this area includes [3] , [15] and [23] . A current paper relating diagonal conditions and convergence notions is due to Wyler [24] .
